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Sofer Rabbi Zelig Mandel to Visit Omaha 

Mary Sue Grossman, Beth Israel Synagogue 

 

The weekend of April 20, Beth Israel will welcome sofer, Rabbi Zelig Mandel.  A sofer is a Jewish 

scribe who transcribes Sifrei Torah, tefillin, and mezuzot.  A sofer also writes the Five Megillot 

which include the scrolls of the Song of Songs, the Book of Ruth, the Book of Esther, Ecclesiastes, 

and the Book of Lamentations plus the writing of the Nevi’im, the books of the prophets.  Divorce 

documents or gittin are also done by a sofer. 

 

During his time in Omaha, Rabbi Mandel will meet with Friedel Jewish Academy students, speak at 

Beth Israel, and lead a special Sunday morning program for Beth Israel’s JYE BI students.  On 

Sunday afternoon, April 20 from 1-3pm, he will be available to check personal mezuzot and tefillin 

and will also offer a variety of items available for purchase. 

 

Rabbi Mandel, the owner, of Sofer Plus, provides services around the world, taking pride in 

providing each customer with individual attention.  “I consider it an honor to be entrusted with the 

responsibility of ensuring the kashrus of all Sifrei Torah, tefillin, and mezuzot that pass through our 

doors” he shares.  “I take the time with each customer to discuss the different options available, 

based on different customs and levels of quality.”  Rabbi Mandel also led a community of ba’alei 

teshuva in Morristown, New Jersey for 18 years. He studied at Ohr Somayach, completing Ohr 

Lagolah, a rabbinic leadership and teacher training program.   

 

“We are excited to have our kids learn about the creation of a Torah and tefillin from Rabbi 

Mandel,” says Rabbi Ari Dembitzer.  “It will be a great experience for young and old alike to hear 

from him.”   Rabbi Ari also encourages everyone in the community to take this opportunity to utilize 

Rabbi Mandel’s expertise and have mezuzot and tefillin checked.  “It is critical to assure the 

mezuzot found in our homes and one’s tefillin are kosher and do so on a regular basis” he adds. 

 

For additional information on this or other Beth Israel programming, visit orthdoxomaha.org or call 

(402) 556-6288.  

 


